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Consilio Solutions Overview 
Leader in legal consulting and services and trusted by global corporations & law firms to reduce client risk

fact sheet

 Highlight fact 1 (Robot Regular 9 / 
14 / -10)

 Highlight fact 2

 Highlight fact 3

Deep local expertise managing projects in-region and across the eDiscovery lifecycle

ISO-certified data facilities providing flexibility to cover necessary legal / regulatory requirements 

Proven software & enhanced workflows specialized in addressing investigations and litigation challenges
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Global Leader in Legal Consulting and Services

Consilio is the global leader in legal consulting and services. Our worldwide team of professionals brings 
their expertise and a commitment to serve to every engagement, partnering with our clients to develop 
creative solutions for their most pressing challenges. Discover how together we can overcome the 
obstacles that hinder your team’s success and strengthen your business.

Proven Solutions for Risk Management, Data Forensics, eDiscovery,  
Document Review, and Law Department Management

From our dedicated Solutions Experts and Project Managers—who hold over 300 Relativity Certifications—
to our quality assurance, technology and security teams, every eDiscovery and Risk Management 

professional across our practice areas are focused on helping you find what matters when it mattersSM.  

• eDiscovery Consulting Services & Analytics ―  
With innovative pricing models, a global 
footprint and over a decade of experience 
across the eDiscovery lifecycle—from 
collections to hosting to processing 
to production—Consilio’s experts 
work with your team to develop 
the optimal solution, whether the 
matter is a local project or large, 
complex and multijurisdictional. 

• Document Review Services ― 
Each review is different. We help 
you deliver defensible productions 
by drawing from our best-practice 
workflows, rigorous quality assurance 
protocols, and innovative predicting coding 
models. Our team can support a review anywhere 
within the world—whether staffing or overseeing the 
entire review.

• Risk Management & Compliance ― Growing information governance and compliance challenges 
can be difficult for organizations to navigate. Our industry-leading, award-winning experts pair with 
you to mitigate risk and cost through the design, development, and implementation of all aspects of 
enterprise-wide information governance and regulatory compliance programs.
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• Data Forensics & Investigations ― Consilio’s team of full-time, certified forensics advisors and 
investigators are experts in data acquisition, analysis and recovery, as well as collection and 
preservation of evidence—across all of the most widely used data types, sources, platforms, and 
devices.

• Law Department Management ― General Counsel and legal operations executives face increasing 
pressure to streamline operations and cut costs. Consilio’s team of experts works with law 
department leaders to develop solutions that maximize cost efficiencies, optimize operations and 
position the law department as a strategic, valuable business partner.

North America

Europe

Asia Pacific (APAC)

5,400+
Employees 
Worldwide
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Professionals

31+
 Languages Covered

in Review Projects 
Globally

20+
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Around the World

Where we are:
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A More Consultative Approach
Our specialists are guides, not order 
takers. We challenge assumptions 
based on experience and ask the right 
questions at the start to keep your review 
on track and on budget.

Right Solution for the Right Results
With over 100+ software and database 
engineers  on staff, we innovate to 
help our clients excel beyond the 
status quo from in-house platforms to 
enhancements of off-the-shelf solutions.

Together as One Global Practice

Through our expert advisors, 
technology infrastructure, matter 
expertise and proven workflows we 
offer our clients global reach and local 
expertise together.

A Drive to Achieve Service 
Excellence
Our teams develop proven processes 
and patent-pending QC overview to 
deliver faster turnarounds without 
sacrificing quality.

Why Choose Consilio?
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